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It's not just about learning what Kimberle Crenshaw taught us. It's about putting it into our everyday practices, lenses, and actions.

Became a teacher in Texas & taught sex ed after seeing how little her students knew about their bodies.

Incorporated social justice principles in her math classes in Hawaii.

May 2022 became the subject of a smear campaign and resigned from her position as health & wellness director.

BUILT A HEALTH PROGRAM THAT INCORPORATED STUDENTS, PARENTS & OTHER STAFF/FACULTY

CO-CREATED RAISED PINAY

HEALING

1. Compassion for our shared oppression
2. Affirmation that my pedagogy is supported
3. Embodying intersectionality as a part of my healing

Sexuality educators are building actual change & our collective strengths is why others fear us.

"Sexuality is taught in all subjects & classrooms & it centers identity, power, privilege, & oppression.

Comprehensive means sexual education is taught in all subjects & classrooms & it centers identity, power, privilege, & oppression.

To realize the full potential of CSE race, class, culture, ability, & socio-economic status must deliberately be woven into curricula, teaching & evaluation.

Goals: Safety, fulfillment & pleasure

Delivering Sex Ed in the Digital Age

AmaZe.org/sexEdCon